Privacy Brief
COPP Chair will discuss with Council as to necessary edits and re-circulate to COPP before re-submitting to Council.

Declassification
Drafting sub-group will continue work on final edits/additions to draft and circulate to COPP for further discussion and a goal of circulating to appropriate component groups in March and submitting to Council at its spring meeting.

Over-Classification
General goal is to have a finalized draft for Council consideration by the 2017 Annual Meeting.

Police Mobile Cameras
Drafting sub-group will have first draft ready for COPP consideration in January to have COPP discussion in January/February and circulate to appropriate component groups in March, and finalized for Council consideration by April 15.

Immigration Registry / Government Surveillance
Drafting subgroup will craft general structure of statement for COPP consideration in January. COPP will consider and improve on draft first 2 weeks in January to have a final concept statement by January 20 and ready for Council/Exec. Committee consideration when the time comes.